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	Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 9781119021438 (111902143X), John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	A practical guide to data mining using SQL and Excel


	Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd Edition shows youhow to leverage the two most popular tools for data query andanalysis—SQL and Excel—to perform sophisticated dataanalysis without the need for complex and expensive data miningtools. Written by a leading expert on business data mining, thisbook shows you how to extract useful business information fromrelational databases. You'll learn the fundamental techniquesbefore moving into the "where" and "why" of each analysis, and thenlearn how to design and perform these analyses using SQL and Excel.Examples include SQL and Excel code, and the appendix shows hownon-standard constructs are implemented in other major databases,including Oracle and IBM DB2/UDB. The companion website includesdatasets and Excel spreadsheets, and the book provides hints,warnings, and technical asides to help you every step of theway.


	Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd Edition shows youhow to perform a wide range of sophisticated analyses using thesesimple tools, sparing you the significant expense of proprietarydata mining tools like SAS.

	
		Understand core analytic techniques that work with SQL andExcel
	
		Ensure your analytic approach gets you the results youneed
	
		Design and perform your analysis using SQL and Excel



	Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd Edition shows youhow to best use the tools you already know to achieve expertresults.
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Microprocessor Design: A Practical Guide from Design Planning to Manufacturing (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	
	
		Gain a Working Knowledge of the Entire Microprocessor Design Flow

	
		This unique step-by-step guide is...



		

Internet of Things for Smart Cities: Technologies, Big Data and Security (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This book introduces the concept of smart city as the potential solution to the challenges created by urbanization. The Internet of Things (IoT) offers novel features with minimum human intervention in smart cities. This book describes different components of Internet of Things (IoT) for smart cities including sensor technologies,...



		

Parallel Scientific Computing and Optimization: Advances and Applications (Springer Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2008
This work introduces new developments in the construction, analysis, and implementation of parallel computing algorithms. This book presents 23 self-contained chapters, including surveys, written by distinguished researchers in the field of parallel computing. Each chapter is devoted to some aspects of the subject: parallel algorithms for matrix...




	

Programming Groovy 2: Dynamic Productivity for the Java Developer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Groovy brings you the best of both worlds: a flexible, highly productive, agile, dynamic language that runs on the rich framework of the Java Platform. Groovy preserves the Java semantics and extends the JDK to give you true dynamic language capabilities. Programming Groovy 2 will help you, the experienced Java developer, learn and...


		

Foundation PHP for FlashFriends of Ed, 2001
Written for the Flash developer who wants to do more, Steve Webster's PHP for Flash shows how to combine simple server-side scripts with Flash to create smarter, more versatile Web applications. With a truly engaging writing style and a sharp visual sense, this title will let any working Flash programmer make the transition to simple...

		

Vascular Surgery (Oxford Specialist Handbooks Series in Surgery)Oxford University Press, 2007

	This book is designed to meet the needs of the vascular trainee. It can be carried in the pocket for easy access and provides practical advice on all commonly encountered peripheral vascular problems. It focuses on surgical detail, but also carried background information on presentation and details on preoperative investigation and...
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